THE new coronavirus that emerged in the Middle East last year is well adapted to infecting humans -- a sixth person died this week -- but boosting the immune system could ward it off.

[Volker Thiel](https://research.kssg.ch/persons/person/T/Volker_Thiel/L-en) at the Institute of Immunobiology in St Gallen, Switzerland, and colleagues are studying the virus, which can cause severe breathing problems. They found that, like the viruses that cause the common cold, it doesn\'t elicit a strong immune response in human tissue samples. However, artificially boosting the immune response cut the number of infected cells (*mBio*, [DOI: 10.1128/mBio.00611-12](http://dx.doi.org/10.1128/mBio.00611-12)). This therapy also shows promising results against the related SARS virus -- and could help reduce the likelihood of outbreaks, the researchers say.

In the UK, a 60-year-old man was hospitalised after contracting coronavirus during a trip to Saudi Arabia. Two of his [family members have since fallen ill](http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/15/coronavirus-spreads-third-family-member), underlining the virus\'s ability to spread between people. One died earlier this week.

*This article appeared in print under the headline "Nasty virus spreads"*
